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maschine studio: create inspiring music with maschine studio. the brand new sampler, mixer, and
arranger provide an extensive collection of loops, sounds, and instruments. all sounds can be played
directly with hardware controllers or recorded using a microphone. use samples as sounds to create

beats and melodies, add effects, and build songs. maschine studio is the perfect tool for audio
production and sound design. dedicated controllers:the new maschine interface provides a window

full of controls for the sampler, mixer, and arranger. a dedicated crossfader lets you control the
crossfader of any channel, or audition and record any sound. the new controls also feature a fast and
easy way to navigate between areas of the maschine, and a jog wheel for speedy volume and tempo

adjustments. wide: maschines new user interface is wide, with every feature providing immediate
access to all that you need to make music. the 1x1 view format lets you quickly jump between tracks
and areas, and each channel has a large jog wheel with led indicators for volume, tempo, and swing
control. you can also easily navigate between the sampler, mixer, and arranger with a touch of the
mouse or click of a button. all this functionality is backed by a robust windows-based audio engine

that provides a full suite of sample processing and multi-channel mixing. producers can quickly
create a wide variety of sounds with a large selection of native instruments and samples. the edit

section is designed to support both classic and new production techniques and functions. its layout is
designed to be easily accessible and intuitive. the edit section provides a series of functionality

buttons for controlling maschines functions. all commonly used functions can be accessed via the
buttons, while more advanced functions are accessed via the jog wheel on the left edge of the edit
section. users can also set up maschines user-defined actions by mapping them to hot-keys on the
hardware. additionally, there are ten customizable buttons at the top of the edit section allowing
users to configure up to 10 buttons to control their favorite functions. all of these buttons can be

customized to perform a variety of actions including, for example, creating macro keyboard
shortcuts.
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the most extensive set of integrated and available instruments and effects yet, komplete presets for
maschine includes a full suite of 20 komplete instruments and effects, plus over 2000 exclusive

komplete samples. maschine is the only drum machine that allows you to browse and load samples
from a komplete instrument or effect. now you can browse, select, and load any komplete

instruments and effects at-a-glance from the maschine full-color product icon display. maschine key
is also packed with a full suite of professional sound right out of the box with over 200 brand-new
massive presets. plus a streamlined browser that makes finding your sound fast and simple. no

matter what sound youre after, maschine is waiting for you. maschine 2.0 key includes an expanded
set of drum synthesis and production tools that inspire you to create the most sophisticated drum
rhythms. each drum synth delivers a wide range of timbres, from crisp and digital, to warm and

analog, featuring accurate acoustic-sounding drums. not only are these plug-ins fully-adjustable and
automatable directly from the hardware, they now add a signature sound aesthetic to the world of

maschine. the new drum synth plug-ins are capable of a wide range of sounds from crisp and digital,
to warm and analog, featuring accurate acoustic-sounding drums. because they are based on

synthesis, producers have a refined level of control over the sound of each drum. maschine key mac
is the next-generation, industry-standard professional drum machine that features innovative control
and touch features, a sonic and visual workflow, and a strong connection to the komplete production

suite. maschine delivers an intuitive workflow and two-hands control for composing, performing,
browsing, sampling, slicing, sound-shaping, and tweaking effects. 5ec8ef588b
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